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1. INTRODUCTION 

 The quick exhaustion of non-renewable energy sources 

because of exponential increment in call for and an unnatural 

weather change in view of the discharge of co2 influenced 

specialists and researchers to search for a chance to wellspring 

of vitality which is sustainable, eco-accommodating, bring 

down estimated and to be had. Most of the renewable assets 

like wind, tidal, geothermal and sun energy; sun energy is 

promising in nations like India that's within the tropical 

region. India spends massive quantity of foreign exchange to 

import crude oil. With the use of sun electricity assisted 

vehicles, the dependency at the import of crude oil can be 

decreased and affordable quantity of forex may be saved. The 

co2 emission is extended from 12 billion metric tones to 32 

billon metric tones from 1965 to 2010 A.D. The charge of 

discharge of co2 means that a dangerous atmospheric 

devation. India has impressive sun oriented power 2015 kW 

/m2. Many researchers have designed solar assisted racing 

automobiles. Those motors are unaffordable for a 

commonplace guy. Cycle rickshaws are one of the methods of 

transportation in a few spots.  

Mounting the sun oriented board to those rickshaws will help 

the bike proprietor in utilizing the tricycle, lessen fatigue, 

growth velocity and additionally offers color. The essential 

problem in a tricycle is that in mountaineering slopes. By 

modifying a tricycle into motor assisted tricycle the cycle can 

employ each guide effort and motor strength and mountain 

climbing the slope up to a hundred and fifty is cozy for the 

rider. Even any such design has the difficulty in charging the  

 

battery in particular in rural areas. If the battery which 

substances energy to the motor is charged in dual mode either 

via electric powered supply or the use of sun panel the 

problem of charging the battery is solved. Hence a solar 

powered tricycle affords a feasible opportunity for nearby trip. 

The primary blessings of the solar powered tricycle are low 

cost and pollutants free experience. 

Many researchers and scientists have struggled to discover 

using sun strength in shipping vehicle. The principal 

disadvantage of solar panel is its low efficiency and high cost. 

As an end result, it is possible to broaden sun electricity 

assisted transport system. Shirsendu das and amit kumar 

(2015) in their paper “idea of electromagnetic solar based 

power drive for vehicle” have discussed the environmental 

problems of conventional engine and highlighted the benefit 

of using sun strength assisted car. R.arulbel benela and. Ok. 

Jamuna (2015) in their paper “design of charging unit for 

electric powered motors the usage of sun power” have 

advanced a simulated model for charging plug in electric 

powered vehicles from a not unusual solar panels and 

discussed the feasibility of usage of sun energy. Ranjeet singh, 

manoj kumar gaur, chandra shekhar malvi (2012) in their 

paper "observe of sunlight based quality worked mixture 

mellow autos; an assess" talked about the cutting edge 
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attributes in the format half breed vehicles (electrically or sun 

powered fueled). Ajit b bachche and n m hanamapure, in their 

paper "plan and advancement of sun oriented helped bike" 

have given the outline and possibility observe of sunlight 

based controlled bike. V Naveen Prabhu and n. manigandan, 

of their paper "outline and creation of sun based conveyance 

car" have said the attractiveness of sun fueled vehicles. Alisaa 

kumari et.al et.al. in their paper, “solar powered automobile” 

have highlighted the features of sun powered car. Observing 

in the undertaking is a  

2. Basic components requirement 

1. Solar panel 

2. Battery 

3. Motor 

4. Acceleerator 

5. Charge controller 

 3. COMPONENT SPECIFICAION 

1. Solar panel 80 watts each  

2. Motor :- 455 w 

3. Battery  :-   12 v each 

4. Charging time :-    7-8 hrs 

5. Max.speed :-   40 km / hr 

6. Frame :-   ms round bar (22 

7. Wheel  :- front   :-   22 inch. 

                     rear    :-   17 inch 

8. Size        :- length    :-    8 feet 

                    width    :-    3 feet 

9. Weight of chassis  :-    60 kg 

10. Load capacity    :-    150 kg  

  4. BASIC STRUCTURE OF PROJECT 

 

Fig 1. Basic structure of solar operated tricycle 

The above diagram offers an overview of the operating of 

solar vehicle. Solar is the main source of power for the 

automobile. 

 

Fig 2.block diagram of tricycle 

energy from solar is captured by way of the solar panels 

and is converted to electrical power. The electric quality 

therefore molded is being bolstered to the batteries that 

get charged and is utilized to run 24 v dc extreme torques 

dc arrangement engine. The pole of the engine is snared 

to the back wheel of the vehicle by means of chain 

sprocket. The batteries are at first completely charged and 

from that point they're charged through boards. This helps 

in finishing the charging-discharging cycle of the 

batteries, which may be very crucial for proper working 

of batteries. 

5. ACTUAL STRUCTURE OF FRAME   

 

Fig 3.actual structure of frame 

 

Fig 4. actual structure of frame 
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6.BASIC SOURCE OF ENERGY 

Solar Panel: 

 

Fig 5.basic structure of solar panel 

its miles one of the key electricity source of the vehicle. 

monocrystalline sun panels are higher than polycrystalline 

panels, as they have got better power technology . The 

panel is hooked up flat over the vehicle pinnacle. If it is 

located at a bent, the alignment has to be changed for 

different instances, which turns into a chunk tedious. A 

tracking system additionally cannot be installed because 

the power required for lifting the panel could be greater 

than the extra strength won through monitoring, which 

means a loss of electricity. On having an inclined roof, 

the other trouble is the drag induced due to the 

inclination. This will be an obstruction for the motion of 

the automobile, because of this a loss of power to triumph 

over this obstruction. So rods are raised from the chassis 

and a sun panel is mounted over it. 

6. EXTERNAL POWER SOURCE: 

The power supply within the contemporary state of affairs 

could be 220v, 50 Hz ac supply. But this supply ends in 

loads of conversion losses from ac to dc, thereby no 

longer getting the most output. There can be a provision 

of dc power shops for charging the cars, once these 

vehicles grow to be famous. The gas stations can integrate 

solar power and wind electricity as a part of their setup 

and can fee automobiles, which might imply charging the 

use of clean gas. However for this to appear the fee of 

charging of batteries has to growth. Speedy charging 

batteries are the want of the day in order for those 

automobiles to be a success. 

 

8. SPEED CONTROLLER 

 

Fig 6. basic structure of accelerator 

A pace controller or electric sign quickening agent 

(decide 6) is utilized to control the speed of the alliance 

engine. It changed over voltage into air conditioning 

voltage with variable abundancy and recurrence in this 

way managing the speed of the center engine. It works on 

the precept of corridor affect generator. The circuit 

diagram of pace controller is shown in discern 

5.alertsprimarily based at the rotation of the actuator. 

9. BATTERY  :-   12 V / 13.33 Ah  

 

 

Fig 7. battery 
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lead and lead dioxide, the energetic substances at the 

battery's plates, react with sulfuric acid inside the 

electrolyte to shape lead sulfate. the lead sulfate first 

paperwork in a finely divided, amorphous nation, and 

easily reverts to guide, lead dioxide and sulfuric acid 

whilst the battery recharges. 

during the battery recharge cycle the lead sulfate first 

printed material in a finely isolated, nebulous country, 

and effectively returns to direct, lead dioxide and sulfuric 

corrosive while the battery energizes. amid the battery 

revive cycle lead sulfate (sulfating) starts to reconvert to 

lead and sulfuric corrosive. all through the reviving 

strategy as power moves through the water segment of the 

electrolyte and water, (h2o) is changed over into its 

unique components, hydrogen and oxygen. 

lead acid batteries with electrodes modified by way of the 

addition of calcium presenting the following blessings: 

extra immune to corrosion, overcharging, gassing, water 

utilization, and self-discharge, all of which shorten 

battery existence. large electrolyte reserve location above 

the plates. higher bloodless cranking amp rankings. 

lead-acid battery. the response of lead and lead oxide with 

the sulfuric acid electrolyte produces a voltage. the 

imparting of power to and outside resistance discharges 

the battery. 

10.  SPEED CONTROL SWITCH 

 

The speed control of the DC motor is the basic piece of the 

vehicle. For controlling rate of the engine, a switch was 

composed with 8 tapping, giving distinctive estimations of 

protection at each tapping, thus restricting the present that 

streams in the engine. The switch utilizes unadulterated 

Nichrome wire for protections. It utilizes 8 tapping DC 

switch. 

 

11. Hub motor 
 

 
Fig 8. Hub motor 

MOTOR POWER: - 455 W.  

 

The solar panel mounted on the top of the tricycle is used to 

charge the batteries via charge controller. Thus sun energy is 

captured by solar panels and is converted into electrical 

energy. 

Attachment of charge controller in front of batteries. The main 

function of charge controller is to prevent from overloading 

charging and increase the life of the batteries. 

That electrical energy is transmitting directly in batteries for 

fully charged and is used to run dc motor (2300 rpm). 

The shaft of the motor is connected to the rear wheel of the 

vehicle through chain sprocket. 

So whenever motor is rotated, wheels are also rotated and get 

a motion 

 

12. CALCULATION 

 
Power Requirement:  

P = (2 π N T) ÷ 60 = 638 W 

 

Battery: 

 4 batteries of 12 V and 12 amp hour rating each connected in 

series. 

12 * 4 = 48 V 

Power = V* I = 13.33 Ah. 

 

Electrical charging :  

Power supplied to battery during AC charging. 

 

AC adaopter specification: 12 V , 12 A. 

The time required to charge the battery completely is 

calculated as follows 

 

P = V * I = 160 W 

 

Therefore the time required to charge the battery completely is 

t = 638 ÷ 160 = 4 hours 

 

 
Solar panel selection:  

2 solar panels if 80 V capacity  is used to charge the battery. 

 2 * 80 = 160 V 

 

Selection of battery: 

The required voltage and the power in the battery is 48 V and 

576 W respectively. 

 

13. ADVANTAGES 

The sun vehicles are the destiny of the car industry. They 

distinctly feasible and may be manufactured conveniently. 

The main benefits of a sun car are that they may be pollution 

much less and are very economical. Considering that they 

purpose no pollution they may be very green and are the 

handiest solution to the increasing pollution tiers from motors 

within the gift state of affairs. By way of harvesting the 

renewable sources of electricity just like the sun power we are 
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supporting in preserving the non-renewable sources of 

electricity. The opposite predominant advantages of the solar 

automobile are that they require less protection as compared to 

the conventional automotives and are very consumer friendly. 

14. CONCLUSION 

The sun vehicle solves many problems related to the 

surroundings and is the great pollution unfastened approach. 

We want to utilize them in order that we will decrease our 

reliance on non-renewable energy sources Solar automobiles 

do have a few negative aspects like small velocity varissety, 

initial fee is high. Additionally, the fee of conversion of 

energy isn't always pleasant (most effective 17%). However 

these disadvantages can be effortlessly conquer with the aid of 

carrying out further studies in this place; just like the trouble 

of sun cells may be solved with the aid of the use of the 

extremely green solar cells that provide 

Approximately 30-35% performance. As this discipline of 

vehicles will be explored the problems gets solved. The sun 

automobiles have a large 

15. FUTURE SCOPE 

A destiny, sun cars can also play a component in lowering the 

burning fossil fuels together with petrol and diesel. Sun 

electricity/plate panels are playing a main position in the 

economic system to saving the energy. In future, to 

developing inexperienced residence or eco pleasant eco 

system 
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